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Who we are

The National Children’s Research
Centre (NCRC) is the largest
children’s research centre in Ireland,
located on the grounds of Our
Lady’s Children’s Hospital, Crumlin.
It has been at the heart of paediatric
research in Ireland for 50 years.
Supported by donations to the
Children’s Medical Research
Foundation (CMRF) the NCRC has a
state of the art research laboratory
and a Children’s Clinical Research
Unit in Our Lady’s Children’s
Hospital. We also fund research into
childhood diseases, and with our
international peer review, ensure
that we support only the highest
quality research.

Our Mission
To support internationally
competitive, high quality
research that improves the
health of children.
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Our Vision
To be the National Centre
for paediatric research and
education in Ireland, and
recognised at home and abroad
for the quality of our research,
our contribution to the advance
of paediatric medicine and our
position as a driver of the global
paediatric research agenda.
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NCRC by
numbers

24

2015

Higher
Degrees
Submitted
or Awarded

€5M
Spent on
Research in 2015

15
Countries with
NCRC Collaborations

94
Researchers

68

Principal
investigators

180
Peer Reviewed
Research Papers
4

66

International
Research
Partners

50
Active
Grant
Awards

4,300
Eczema Patients
Enrolled in a Study

91
International
Presentations

22k
Children’s Samples or
Data Used in Research

13
3
Children’s Clinical Trials

Discovery Banks

2,000
2,000
Children in Birth
Cohort Study
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Message from
the Chair

The year 2015 was one of considerable
challenge and change for the National
Children’s Research Centre.

I am pleased to say that at the
end of the year, the NCRC was in
a strong position to continue its
leadership of paediatric research.
The NCRC depends on charitable
funding from the public to carry
out its mission. This funding is
raised by the Children’s Medical
Research Foundation (CMRF) and
the NCRC is very appreciative
of the CMRF’s commitment to
raising funds for research to
improve the heath of children.
In May 2015, Professor Carlos
Blanco, Director of Research
at the NCRC, stepped down
at the end of his contract. The
Board would like to express its
thanks to Professor Blanco for his
outstanding contribution since
2009 to building the reputation of
the NCRC as the national leader
in paediatric research. Following
a streamlining of management
structures, the Board welcomed
Dr Jacinta Kelly as our new
Chief Executive.
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In March 2015, the NCRC began
trading as charitable company.
I am very grateful to my fellow
directors for their cooperation
in agreeing to accept the more
formal responsibilities of our new
governance status.
I would like to thank the directors
of the Board, our CEO and her
staff for their hard work and
commitment throughout the year
to improving the health
of children through research,
efforts which are reflected in
this annual report.

Dr Ruth Barrington
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Message from the
Chief Executive

It is no coincidence that all of the best children’s
hospitals in the world have research centres. Research
drives innovation, creates a questioning environment,
and ultimately results in best clinical practice.

Located on the grounds of
Our Lady’s Children’s Hospital
Crumlin, we are well placed to
create the vital link between
science and medicine.
The researchers at the NCRC,
clinicians and scientists, know
that research with children is
vital to provide them with the
correct answers to their diseases.
Children are not small adults:
their metabolism is different at
different ages, they have diseases
that occur only in childhood,
other diseases present and
develop differently in childhood.
Children need research that looks
at their needs, their diseases,
their responses, and they need
drugs and treatments that are
tailored for kids. We need to
involve children in research to
achieve this.
The NCRC provides all the
building blocks that allow
world‑class paediatric research
to take place, as outlined in this
report. These infrastructures
support high quality research that
has a real impact on child health,
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nationally and internationally,
and some of the projects are
highlighted here also.
An overarching theme to
emerge is that of tailoring
medical treatment to the
specific person: personalised
medicine. To achieve this,
detailed knowledge of the
individual’s genetics and biology
are required, so that either new
therapies can be devised, or
tested, or those available can
be more specifically targeted to
minimise side effects. Research
is helping to do this, and
several examples of this are
featured here.
Medical research is an expensive
undertaking, and we are very
grateful to the Children’s Medical
and Research Foundation (CMRF),
which funds our activities.

Dr Jacinta Kelly

Medical research
is an expensive
undertaking, and
we are very grateful
to the Children’s
Medical and Research
Foundation (CMRF),
which funds our
activities.
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Our Building Blocks
for Research
H

H

H

H

H

H

Children’s Clinical Research
Unit (CCRU)

Laboratory

Discovery Bank

Part of the NCRC’s long term
The NCRC offers state of the
commitment to improving
art Laboratories on the grounds
The NCRC has been building
research into childhood diseases,
of the Our Lady’s Children’s
the Children’s Clinical Research
H
H the
HHospital, Crumlin. This is a perfect
is the establishment of Discovery
Unit since 2010,
to provide
Banks. These biobanks allow
location for doctors, nurses and
capacity and infrastructure to
other health professionals to have researchers to store precious
conduct high quality clinical
samples from children at ultra‑
access to the very best scientific
research with children at its
Clinical
Clinical Laboratory
Clinical Laboratory Discovery
Research
Research
Education
&Education & Educ
Laboratory
Discovery
Discovery Research
low temperatures,
so that they
equipment and carry
out new and
centre. Research
Children have
different Research
Research
Grants
Grants
Grants
Training
Training
Tra
Bank
Bank
Bank
can
be
used
in
current
and
exciting breakthrough research.
health needs
and need Unit
Unitto adults,Unit
future research. Cells and tissues
Tiny samples are brought from
to have clinical research tailored
provide the key to what causes
the Hospital to the Centre for
to their needs. Even within
disease, and to the development
research purposes, adding to
childhood the needs will vary, as
of new treatments. Having
the information on each child
this spans from birth to 18 years.
samples stored in this way means
participating in research.
The CCRU provides specialists as
H
H
H
that new projects can get off the
support for the many Consultants
ground quickly, as samples from
This
research
can
lead
the
way
to
in Our Lady’s Children’s Hospital
children with various diseases are
new
therapies
and
medicines
that
Crumlin, in conducting clinical
already stored. Research Education
will
change
children’s
lives
for
the
trials andClinical
studies in children.
Clinical Laboratory
Clinical Laboratory Discovery
Research
&Education & Educ
Laboratory Discovery Research
Discovery
Research Research
Research
better. We also partner
with
labs
Grants
Grants
Grants
Training
Training
Tra
Bank
Bank
Bank
Unit
Unit
Unit
in Universities, such as RCSI, UCD, We know that these will lead to
The CCRU is a vital part of our
future discoveries as new projects
TCD, UUL and UCG as well as
infrastructure for research.
other hospitals where children are are funded, and new technologies
treated. Having this facility makes are available.
See more on pages 10-11
sure that Irish children can benefit
See more on pages 12-13
from cutting edge research into
their diseases.
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The NCRC funds a number of key building blocks
without which world class medical research for
children cannot take place. The next few pages
highlight these building blocks and show how they
contribute to all of our research projects, some of
which are highlighted in this report.

Research Grants
A cornerstone of our support
for paediatric research is the
funding of high quality research
grants investigating childhood
disease. Medical research drives
improvement in health, and
nowhere is this more important
than for children. Only the best
research is funded‑ we know this
because world experts judge and
grade the research applications
for us. This “International Peer
Review” system is accepted as the
gold standard way of evaluating
the quality of medical research.
Two main grant types are
available: Project Grant
Awards are made to Principal
Investigators to build a team of
scientists conducting a detailed
investigation in prioritised
research areas; and the MD/
Clinical PhD/MSc award made
to young clinicians who are
working in paediatrics and who
represent the future leaders in
paediatric medicine.
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Research Education
and Training
Training young clinicians and
scientists in paediatric research is
a pillar of NCRC activity.
Through the MD/Clinical
PhD award, we train the next
generation of clinicians‑ doctors,
nurses, and allied health
professionals, in paediatric
research. They are the future of
paediatric medicine, and they
will ensure that their workplace
is a questioning, innovative
environment that pushes the
boundaries of discovery.
Begun in 2010, over 30 training
clinicians have now benefited
from this programme.
Young scientists train to PhD
level, or work as Post Doctoral
scientists, as part of the Project
Grant Awards. They are the
next generation of Principal
Investigators, and, working with
their clinical colleagues, will
contribute to innovation and
discovery in paediatric research.

30+
training clinicians
have benefited
from the Research
Education and
Training programme
programme.

A cornerstone of
our support for
paediatric research
is the funding of
high quality research
grants investigating
childhood disease.
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Our Building Blocks for Research

The Children’s Clinical Research Unit
(CCRU)

H

Professor
Colm O’Donnell
Clinical Director of the CCRU
at Our Lady’s Children’s
Hospital, Crumlin OLCHC
Clinical research in children
has been a critical factor in the
dramatic reduction worldwide
in serious illness and death
from childhood diseases in
recent decades. And being
able to conduct this research
in Ireland means that Irish kids
get exactly the same chance
as those in the best children’s
hospitals worldwide.

Childhood is a time of
extraordinary growth and
development. For some children
and their families, unfortunately,
it also is a time that brings
ill health.

It implies that there is a lesser
standard of proof for treatments
in children, in terms of their
effectiveness and safety than that
which applies to adults, which is
unacceptable; unethical even.

Children have different health
needs from adults, and many
of the conditions that affect
them are different to those
that affect adults; in fact some
diseases occur only in childhood.
In addition, children are
growing and at varying stages
in their development, and their
metabolism is different from
adults; this means drugs used to
treat adults may not be suitable
for children, may have unforeseen
side‑effects not seen in adults,
such as affecting growth,
for example.

While performing research in
children may be challenging it is
hugely rewarding.
There have been extraordinary
successes in Paediatrics over the
last few decades. For example,
the chances of survival for
children who develop many
types of cancer or who are
born prematurely has increased
dramatically, due to the inclusion
of children in research.
Colm O’Donnell

Performing research in children
can be challenging: this has
resulted in the application of
treatments designed for adults,
to children. There is a global
realization that this situation must
change. Creating barriers to
research in children is misguided.
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“ Without the Children’s CRU
many Irish kids would be
delayed from accessing new
breakthrough drugs while the
trials go on elsewhere.”
Mary Costello

Mary Costello
Clinical Research Project
Manager at the CCRU
and NCRC.
Thanks to our funding from
the NCRC, at the Children’s
Clinical Research Unit (CCRU)
we have the expertise, facilities,
equipment and experience
required to perform important
studies including academic
investigator-led studies and
commercial pharma-sponsored
clinical trials.

The CCRU is made up of a
team of staff, including Clinical
Research Project Manager, Data
Manager, Research Nurses,
Research Assistants, Research
Coordinators, and a Trials
Pharmacist, who work together
to make clinical research studies
happen. We assist Principal
Investigators, the doctors, nurses
and allied health professionals
who provide healthcare to
children to perform these studies.
The CCRU also has space at Our
Lady’s Children’s Hospital Crumlin
that can be used for children to
specifically attend the hospital to
participate in research studies.

Many of these are clinical trials
that allow kids access to new
breakthrough drugs for serious
illness; the CCRU strives to ensure
that Irish kids have access to the
same trials as those in the best
International Children’s Hospitals.
They deserve no less.
Without the Children’s CRU many
Irish kids would be delayed from
accessing new breakthrough
drugs while the trials go
on elsewhere.
Some of the studies at the CCRU
are highlighted in this report.
Mary Costello

The types of high quality studies
ongoing at the CCRU include
studies that tell us about the
natural history and prognosis
of childhood conditions; studies
that assess whether new tests can
improve how we diagnose
conditions; and randomised trials
that tell us if and how well new
therapies work.
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Our Building Blocks for Research

Discovery Banks

Investing in discovery

Because all of our samples
are matched with extensive
The NCRC is taking the fight to
clinical data, we have a very
childhood disease through its
clear snapshot of the child
investment in ‘Discovery Banks’.
on the day the sample was
These are ultra‑cold freezer
taken. For children with chronic
‘banks’ that hold DNA, blood
conditions, since we will bank
and other tissue samples from
samples taken at different times
children with chronic diseases.
What’s
in
the
bank?
as the disease develops, this
These banks then provide a
researchers to track any
preciousDiscovery
resource for scientists
Research
Education allows
&
We store blood cells, tissues,
changes
from one time point to
Grants
Training
Bank
and doctors to make discoveries
DNA, saliva, lung washings‑
the
next.
We have a full history
leading to better understanding
whatever brings us closest to the
of
their
disease
frozen in time.
of childhood disease, new
very heart of the disease. These
For
example,
if
a
child becomes
diagnostics, treatments and cures. tissues and cells hold the answers
resistant to a cancer drug – it is
to the cause of disease, and
possible to go back and compare
Frozen in time
provide the information needed
resistant samples with earlier ones
for new drug development. The
Discovery banks (or biobanks)
from when the child responded
samples are only stored with
hold patient samples at ultra
and ask – what is the difference
consent, and, in line with the
low temperatures in minus 80oC
between the two samples?
principles of research ethics,
freezers (a home freezer is at
The clue to future treatments
protection of samples and data is
minus 20oC) or at minus 196oC,
lies in this.
of the highest standard. Education &
Research
in liquidDiscovery
nitrogen. This low
Grants
Training
Bank
temperature
preserves all the
biological material perfectly, and
can even allow live cells to be
frozen and carefully brought back
to life for further study.
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This means that long after a child
has left hospital and has had
treatment, scientists and doctors
at the NCRC can continue to
work on their research sample to
improve outcomes both for them
and other children in the future.
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“These Discovery
Banks are like
‘gold’ to those
investigating
childhood disease.”

Invaluable resource
Discovery Banks for childhood
disease are particularly valuable
because researchers can look at a
disease in its purest form, before
it is clouded by other factors, such
as ageing, lifestyle, (for example
smoking) or other diseases,
as found in adults. It provides
researchers with the chance to
investigate a disease from its
original starting point, and track
it as it develops and changes.
For some diseases, we can
capture and bank samples
from every child in Ireland with
that condition ‑ this a unique
strength of our Centre. We will
share the samples with National
and International collaborators
to make sure of the very best
return on investment, in terms
of discoveries to improve
child health.
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These Discovery Banks are like
‘gold’ to those investigating
childhood disease. The more
extensive the collection stored in
the bank, the better the research
that will result. Over time this
becomes an invaluable resource.
The NCRC currently has 3 main
Discovery Banks, in Cystic
Fibrosis, Inflammatory Bowel
Disease, and the Baseline
Birth Cohort.
Our future plans are to expand
these Banks to Childhood
Cancer and other, chronic,
diseases of childhood.

Long after a child
has left hospital and
has had treatment,
scientists and
doctors at the NCRC
can continue to
work on their
research sample.

-80°C
Discovery banks
(or biobanks) hold
patient samples
at ultra low
temperatures in
minus 80oC freezers
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Research Highlights

SHIELD CF: Towards
personalised treatment
for Cystic Fibrosis kids
H

SHIELD CF is an ambitious
long-term research programme,
of which the Discovery Bank is a
vital component. Cystic Fibrosis
(CF) is caused by a single gene
defect that results in build up
of thick mucus in the lungs
and other organs, leaving
the patients prone to severe
infections and inflammatory
lung damage.
CF is more common in Ireland
than anywhere else in the world,
because of the high incidence
of carriers of the gene. There is
no cure for CF, but progress has
been made in the treatment of CF
lung disease over recent years,
and survival continues to increase;
however, it is still a life shortening
disease, with predicted survival
only in the mid thirties.
The best way to study CF – and
improve the life span and quality
of life for children with the disease
– is with a well designed, long
term and wide ranging clinical
research programme. This is
where SHIELD CF comes in.
Begun at the NCRC in 2010, by
Prof Paul McNally and Dr Barry
Linnane, the ultimate aim of
SHIELD CF is to include all
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children born with CF in Ireland
in the research programme, and
follow them through until early
adulthood with matched research
samples and clinical information
painting a complete picture of
each child at each time–point.
Ireland is a perfect setting for this,
given our small geographical area,
high incidence of CF and small
network of CF centres. To date
3 of the 6 centres on the island
have been able to take part.
Keeping young lungs healthy
The backbone of SHIELD CF
is its Discovery Bank. The first
phase of this research project is
tracking children from the time
of their diagnosis – now through
the newborn heel prick test – to 6
years of age: this is a critical time
as we now know that by this age,
some children will already have
irreparable damage to their lungs
without any apparent symptoms.
The stored research samples will
lead to discoveries of biological
‘red flags’ – that will separate
out the children with infection or
damaging lung inflammation from
those with healthier lungs.

Shield CF
began in

2010
SHIELD CF: The study
of Host Immunity and
Early Lung Disease in
children with CF.
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CF is more common
in Ireland than
anywhere else in the
world, because of
the high incidence of
carriers of the gene.

This will allow targeted, early
intervention to keep young
lungs healthy.
The strength of SHIELD CF is
the detailed data on each child:
annually a range of blood tests,
x‑rays, lung function tests and a
bronchoscopy (a lung scope) in
very young children, are taken.
These are catalogued and
samples are deep frozen in the CF
Shield Discovery Bank for current
and future use, with matched
clinical information on each
patient including complications
of the disease, infections and
treatments received.
National and International
Collaboration is already a
feature of the CF research
programme. Scientists and
doctors are currently mining
this resource, with a number of
studies ongoing. These include
studies of the microbes living in
the lower reaches of the lungs,
how we can use natural occurring
molecules to protect the cells
lining the lungs; identifying the
best method to collect and store
lung washings.
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Achievements
Running for 6 years
Already has 196 samples in
the SHIELD CF discovery bank

First in Ireland new lung
function test introduced

Collaborations: 3 centres
nationally

New assay to identify a
protein in the CF lung fluid
that indicates lung damage
developed

22 international
papers published since
programme started
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Research Highlights

Setting the
Standard for
CF Detection

Professor McNally
believes that Ireland,
because it has the
highest incidence of
CF in the world, can
be a trailblazer when
it comes to the care
and treatment of CF.

H

NCRC research is setting the
international standard for the
collection of lung washings
from very young children with
Cystic Fibrosis (CF).

It is internationally recognized
that this technique is not
standardized and this need led
Prof Mc Nally to set up the POOL
study in 2014.

Professor McNally believes that
Ireland, because it has the highest
incidence of CF in the world, can
be a trailblazer when it comes
to the care and treatment of CF.
This includes leading the way
in monitoring lung function in
CF children.

The aim was to compare a new
method of performing BAL with
other BAL methods used in
CF clinics around the world, in
terms of how well it could detect
the early signs of infection and
inflammation in the lungs of pre‑
school children.

The study ran in collaboration
with colleagues from University
Hospital Limerick, Royal
Brompton, London and the
University of Queensland.
It ended recruitment in 2015 with
a total of 85 patients enrolled.
Initial analysis of the results
show the new approach used at
OLCHC to be superior and will
set the international standard for
the performance of bronchoscopy
sampling in preschool children
with CF.

The earlier that CF related lung
damage is detected, the better
it is for the child, as this can
lead to earlier, targeted medical
interventions. This damage is,
however, difficult to detect,
particularly in pre‑school children.
Alternatives are needed, in order
to have a snapshot of what is
happening in the lungs.
The alternative for this
younger group, comes in the
form of a procedure called a
Bronchoaveolar Lavage, or BAL.
For these kids, who cannot cough
up sputum, a BAL is performed
to sample the cells and bacteria
from their lungs.
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Professor Paul McNally looks into the lungs of a child with CF.
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Research Highlights

Orkambi drug
trial shows
CF promise

The problem:
The lung function
of children with CF
needs to be improved.

H

With the help of the team at
the Children’s Clinical Research
Unit (CCRU), Prof Paul McNally
and Dr Des Cox, Consultants in
Paediatric Respiratory Medicine
at OLCHC, have been Principal
Investigators for a series of
clinical trials in childhood
CF. One such trial was of a
new drug, Orkambi. This
has shown great promise
for some children with CF.

had identical pairs of genes
with the F508del‑mutation; one of
the genetic mutations that causes
Cystic Fibrosis.

Orkambi is a new combination
drug therapy for treating CF. The
aim of the trial was to investigate
the safety and efficacy of Orkambi
in patients over the age of 12 who

It is through the development
of new therapies, and their
clinical study through trials, that
improvements in life expectancy
for kids with CF is being brought

Orkambi is a combination of an
existing drug called Ivacaftor, with
the brand name Kalydeco, and an
experimental drug, Lumacaftor,
also known as VX‑809. Both drugs
are manufactured by Vertex, who
were the sponsors of this trial.

about. This trial has shown
great promise for some young
patients with CF, and being
able to participate in the trial
gave them access to this cutting
edge treatment.
Cause
Cystic Fibrosis (CF) is caused by
a defect in the gene that makes
a crucial protein called the CF
transmembrane conductance
regulator (CFTR).
If this isn’t working properly it
leads to the accumulation of an
abnormally thick, sticky mucus
particularly on the lung cells.

How this
trial helped:
A new drug called
Orkambi was shown to
be a promising new, safe
therapy for some children
with CF during a clinical
trial of the drug.
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Research Highlights

Stealing a march
on allergy

H

The problem:
Eczema affects up to 20%
of children in Ireland,
and often leads on to
other allergic conditions.
An understanding
of the root cause is
needed to generate
better treatments.

4,300

According to groundbreaking
research supported by the
NCRC the primary suspect for
causing eczema in children
– a long-term, debilitating,
sometimes devastating
condition affecting the skin –
is a defective gene rather than
a misfiring immune system
as had been believed by the
medical community.
Until recently, it was believed that
eczema in children arose because
of a fault in the immune system,
the body’s defensive system
that fights infection and disease.
Work by an NCRC research group
has challenged this.

At end of 2015 there
were 4,300 children
recruited to the study
across 30 sites
in Ireland, Northern
Ireland, Scotland
and England.

In 2006, Professor Alan Irvine,
a Consultant Dermatologist at
Our Lady’s Hospital in Crumlin
(OLCHC), began to build a large‑
scale, multi‑site study of eczema
in children, aimed at finding out
how the condition arose, how it
developed and how it was linked
to the later development of
allergy and asthma.
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Clinical Research at NCRC

At end of 2015 there were 4,300
children recruited to study across
30 sites in Ireland, Northern
Ireland, Scotland and England.
This is the largest study of
moderate‑to‑severe cases of
eczema in the world.
Ground breaking
The ground breaking finding
by Professor Irvine, and
collaborators, was that errors
in a gene called Filaggrin –
FLG for short – were linked
to eczema. The FLG gene
is important because, when
functioning properly, it ‘tells’ the
skin cell to produce Filaggrin, a
protein needed to hold the skin
together. If not, a faulty protein is
produced, resulting in a defective
protective barrier. The skin is
then more porous, allowing tiny
particles from the environment
to trigger an immune response in
the skin, resulting in eczema.
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The ground breaking finding
by Professor Irvine, and
collaborators, was that errors in
a gene called Filaggrin – FLG for
short – were linked to eczema.
This work was reported in the
world’s leading scientific journals,
including five papers in Nature
Genetics and major media
outlets, including The New York
Times, and changed the way
scientists and clinicians now view
eczema’s causes.
Teasing out the steps from faulty
gene to the skin condition was
speeded up by a long‑standing
collaboration with Prof Padraic
Fallon, Stokes Professor of
Immunology in TCD. He models
human immune diseases in mice
allowing the role of genes and
environment in disease to be
examined in a way not possible in
humans. The discoveries made in
the lab are then translated back
to the clinic.
They have gone on to show that
the errors in the FLG gene are
not only a significant risk for
eczema, but are also linked with
other allergies.
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Eczema is often, sadly, just the
first step in an ‘allergic march’
where young children with
eczema go on to develop other
allergic conditions as they age.
About half of all children with
eczema will develop asthma,
and an even higher number,
about 70%, will develop hay fever
later on.
The identification of a defective
FLG gene at the root of eczema
is crucial to stopping the allergic
march, as eczema is often the first
step in that march.
The overall aim is to harness this
knowledge to help devise better
treatments; knowing the defect in
the skin barrier is a major step in
this direction.

70%

About half of all
children with eczema
will develop asthma,
and an even higher
number, about 70%,
will develop hay
fever later on.

How this
research helped:
It provides a major step
forward in understanding
the key fault in the skin
of children with eczema
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Research Highlights

Why eczema
has a cheek

H

The problem:
Because eczema occurs
first on the cheek in
small babies, it suggests
something different
about this skin that has
clues to the disease.

“ Our study found that cheek skin
cells are still continuing to mature
at 72 months of age, unlike other
areas of skin that reach a steady
state by one month of life.”
Professor Alan Irvine, Consultant Dermatologist and
Associate Professor of Dermatology, TCD.

Parents of children with eczema
will be familiar with the pattern
of the disease on the baby’s
face. It often develops first
on the cheeks, while other
parts of the face and body are
protected. As the baby grows,
the pattern changes so that
there is an age-related pattern
to the disease. Why is this, and
can we learn something about
the affected and protected skin
by studying it in detail?
These were the questions posed
by Professor Alan Irvine, in a study
conducted by Dr Maeve McAleer,
as part of her PhD.
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They set out to unravel the
mystery of why eczema
appears to have a preference
for developing at certain skin
sites in children before others
– most notably the cheeks – by
investigating the characteristics of
skin at selected sites.
Their study showed that the
cheek has a lower natural
moisturizing factor level in
young babies for far longer than
other skin sites, which leaves it
vulnerable to the development
of eczema.

Getting under the skin
Eczema is a disease of infancy,
with most children developing
it in the first 12 months of life.
The first lesions appear on the
cheeks and scalp, with the arms,
neck and underside of the limbs
affected in early childhood.
The difference in the skin at
these sites may hold clues as to
why some skin is affected and
others not.
The group investigated whether
a variation in the skin at different
body sites may predispose
children to the development of
eczema at these sites.
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130
babies and
children

were recruited into
the study from
Our Lady’s Children’s
Hospital, Crumlin

The thinking was that if skin
differences were found, then it
may lead to a proactive therapy
against eczema, which would be
more beneficial than the reactive
therapies now in place.
In 2014, 130 babies and children
were recruited into the study from
Our Lady’s Children’s Hospital,
Crumlin. This was followed
in 2015 by the recruitment of
60 newborns and infants from the
National Maternity Hospital, at
Holles Street.
Detailed biophysical skin
measurements were carried out
on all subjects, plus the status of
a mutation in a particular gene
– filaggrin – that Prof Irvine had
previously shown to be important
in eczema. Furthermore, the
natural moisturising factor levels
were measured in several body
sites in each subject.
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The team found that cheek
skin was different to other skin.
“Our study found that cheek skin
cells are still continuing to mature
at 72 months of age, unlike other
areas of skin that reach a steady
state by one month of life,” said
Professor Irvine. They showed that
natural moisturising factors are
low in all skin cells after birth, but
then increase rapidly thereafter.
However, the cheek skin stood out
as different because it has lower
moisturising factors for far longer
and may be vulnerable as a result.
“The low levels of natural
moisturising factors in cheek
skin cells and the slow increase
in those levels, compared to
other skin cells, may play a role in
disease initiation in the cheek,”
said Prof. Irvine.

How this
research helped:
The cheek cells in
young babies were
shown to be slow in
developing natural
moisturizing factor,
leaving them vulnerable
to developing eczema.

Eczema is a disease
of infancy, with most
children developing
it in the first 12
months of life.
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Cutting childhood
asthma relapses

H

The problem:
The standard treatment for children with severe
asthma had high relapse rates with up to one third
of children not completing their prescribed 3 day
course of medication.

Ireland has the fourth highest
prevalence of asthma in the
world, and the incidence
is particularly high among
children, where one in five
suffers from the condition.
Some 800 children are treated
for asthma attack at Our
Lady’s Children’s Hospital
Crumlin (OLCHC) annually.
Due to non‑compliance with
the standard 3 day course of
medication – because of its
bitter taste – relapse risk is high.
Professor Ronan O’Sullivan who
led the study, said that research
has shown that as many as one
third of children prescribed
prednisolone for 3 days do not
finish the course of medication.

This study has
implications for
the treatment of
childhood asthma
attacks in Emergency
Departments
everywhere.
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Some 800 children are
treated for asthma attack
at Our Lady’s Children’s
Hospital Crumlin
(OLCHC) annually.
This led him to look for equally
effective alternatives. His study,
funded by the NCRC, showed
that prescribing another drug,
improved compliance and
reduced asthma relapse.
Comparing treatments
Prof O’Sullivan’s comprehensive
randomized controlled trial,
involved 226 children aged two to
16 and was set up to test whether
– given the potential for increased
compliance with medication and
reduced risk of asthma attack
relapse – clinicians could safely
consider a single dose of oral
dexamethasone, over a three‑day
course of prednisolone, as the
treatment for childhood asthma
attack. If both drugs worked
equally well, it would be a safe,
new option.
The study found that both
drugs did, in fact, work equally
well. However, dexamethasone
has many advantages over
prednisolone; it does not have
a bitter taste, does not cause
children to vomit, and requires
just a single dose versus
the standard 3 day dose of
prednisolone. This ensures high
compliance rates.
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This study has implications for
the treatment of childhood
asthma attacks in Emergency
Departments everywhere.
Their research paper, published
in the Annals of Emergency
Medicine – one of the top
Journals for emergency medicine
in the world – was one of the top
3 downloads on the industry’s
ScienceDirect website for
October‑December 2015 after
its publication. To put that in
context, hundreds of thousands
of articles are downloaded from
that website each year.
This research showed a new way
for treating severe asthma attacks.
The work has been of direct
benefit to many Irish children with
asthma – as well as children with
asthma all around the world.

How this
research helped:
A single dose drug
that is more easily
tolerated by children
was shown to be equally
effective, and reduced
the risk of relapse.
This has influenced
worldwide practice.

This research
showed a new
way for treating
severe asthma
attacks.
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Baseline: picking
up early allergy and
other diseases

The ideal way to fight childhood disease is to identify those
children at most risk as early as possible, and to intervene.
This strategy is the aim of the NCRC funded Cork Baseline study,
which has been identifying children at risk of developing allergy,
obesity and other diseases and the factors that play a part in
driving the disease.
The Cork Baseline study is
Ireland’s first birth cohort study.
This is a study in which babies
are followed from birth and
studied over a long period of
time in order to track which
children develop various
diseases, and why.
Located and run in Cork
University Hospital, this is the
largest cohort study funded by
the NCRC, with 2137 children
enrolled from birth.
Baseline has become a vital
national resource of information
on childhood health in Ireland,

and medical experts believe
that it will be a mine of crucial
information about Irish children
for decades to come.
Professor Louise Kenny, at Cork
University Maternity Hospital,
helped to set up Baseline, with
her colleagues Professors Deirdre
Murray, and Jonathan Hourihane,
both based at UCC, and Cork
University Hospital, and Prof Alan
Irvine from Our Lady’s Children’s
Hospital Crumlin, and TCD.
Bringing their different areas of
expertise to the study allows this

Baseline has
become a vital
national resource
of information on
childhood health in
Ireland, and medical
experts believe that
it will be a mine of
crucial information
about Irish children
for decades to come.

Largest cohort study funded by the NCRC
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group to get a comprehensive
view of factors affecting the
health of these children.
Birthdays
All of these children are studied
at day 2, and at 2, 6,12 and
24 months, and again at 5 years,
providing a comprehensive and
unique insight into childhood
health in Ireland.
In 2015, 420 of the children had
their 5th birthday, and returned
for assessment. With such a large
group of children, inevitably
some will develop both common
and rare diseases of childhood.
By storing samples from all of
the children at each time point,
with matched detailed clinical
data, this group of researchers
can tease out the risk factors that
lead some of these children to
develop diseases as they grow.
Three main areas of child health
are the focus of the Baseline
study. The first two are the risk of
developing allergy or obesity.
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Of the 2,137 Baseline kids,
between 200 and 400 will have
an allergy and over 400 will be
overweight or obese by age 5.
The question is if the very early
risk factors can be spotted and
is early intervention possible?
The third, related, area is a
comprehensive look at the
diet of early childhood, from
breastfeeding rates and duration
to detailed dietary history over
the period of the study.
Their studies have already
identified risk factors in the
newborn that are associated
with eczema at age 1 and 2.
And the future? The group
hopes to be able to keep the
study open to the children
beyond the age of 5, because
the investment made to date will
only grow if the children can be
followed into teenage years and
young adulthood.

Achievements
2137 children enrolled
from birth
420 of these children
turned 5 years old in
2015
Showed that skin function
test in newborns predicts
a risk of eczema aged 2
Showed that food
exposure through the
skin can lead to eczema
Showed that the increased
body fat of the newborn is
a risk factor for eczema
in year 1.
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DÓCHAS: Hope for
Children with IBD

H

There has been a sustained increase in paediatric
inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), a long-term, painful and
debilitating illness, in Ireland over the past 15 years.
The NCRC‑funded DÓCHAS
study (Determinants and
Outcomes in Children and
Adolescents with IBD) is studying
children diagnosed with IBD over
a period of time to discover what
exactly has been driving
this increase.
DÓCHAS is the first study to
follow patients with paediatric
IBD over time in Ireland. It is
led by two NCRC Principal
Investigators, both of whom
are Consultant Paediatric
Gastroenterologists based at Our
Lady’s Children’s Hospital Crumlin
(OLCHC): Dr Seamus Hussey and
Professor Billy Bourke.
The DÓCHAS research
programme, and its linked
Discovery Bank, have been
running since January 2012.
They are key to developing an
understanding of why childhood
IBD is on the rise in Ireland and
internationally, and for pointing to
ways for improved treatment.
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The research follows all children
newly diagnosed with IBD who
have not yet had treatment,
right through their growth to
adulthood and their disease
progression. All factors will
be considered including their
genetics, environment, and
treatment, right down to their
blood samples, and tiny samples
of diseased tissues – even the
microbes residing in their gut.
Already, 512 children have
participated in this study.

512
children have
participated
in this study

The DÓCHAS research programme,
and its linked Discovery Bank, have
been running since January 2012.
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The research follows all
children newly diagnosed
with IBD who have not
yet had treatment, right
through their growth
to adulthood and their
disease progression.

Unique
Ireland is in a unique position
to do research into the roots
of paediatric IBD for a number
of reasons. First, the study
captures all children in Ireland
with this condition, as they
attend the Centre for Paediatric
Gastroenterology at OLCHC,
the single national referral centre
for complex gastrointestinal and
hepatobiliary diseases. Second,
the genetic similarities in the Irish
population narrows down the
search for clues to the cause
of the disease.

The long‑term goal for DÓCHAS
is that its data will help doctors
in their decision as to what is
the best treatment regime for
each child, at each stage of
their disease. The DÓCHAS
Discovery Bank also brings hope
of new discovery of biomarkers
indicating disease progression,
and for potential new therapies.

Achievements
512 children enrolled

Running for 4 years

Best Young Investigator award Irish
Society for Gastroenterology 2015

New finding of a
protein linked to
inflammation in the
gut of children with
Ulcerative colitis
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Potential new
drug target for
Ulcerative Colitis
H

The problem:
The number of children
diagnosed with IBD
at Ireland’s National
Gastroenterology
Research Centre has
tripled since 2000.
We need to know
more about the cause
of the disease so that
new therapies can
be developed.

The numbers of children diagnosed with inflammatory
bowel disease (IBD) – long-term, painful, and debilitating
bowel conditions – has increased alarmingly since 2000,
but NCRC-funded research has defied a new target that may
be used to control the inflammation.
IBD is a group of chronic
disorders that cause pain,
swelling and inflammation of
the small and large intestine.
The two most common of these
disorders are Crohn’s disease
and Ulcerative Colitis. When they
occur in childhood these diseases
can be particularly devastating,
as childhood is a time of growth,
when good nutrition is essential.
Doctors who diagnose and treat
children with IBD – people like
Dr. Seamus Hussey, a Consultant
Paediatric Gastroenterologist, at
the National Gastroenterology
Centre based at OLCHC – have
been alarmed at a tripling in
paediatric IBD in recent years.
“We are now diagnosing more
than 100 children per year
with IBD under the age of 16,
whereas, back in 2000, when I was
getting started in this field, it was
something like 30 to 35 children,”
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said Dr. Hussey. “This is not
a statistic blip, it is a real and
genuine rise.”
Dr. Hussey – faced with such a
relentless increase in IBD – felt
compelled to find out why this
occurs in children in the first
place, why it is increasing, and
possible new therapies. This led
to the establishment of a research
collaboration with Dr. Patrick
Walsh, an NCRC Principal
Investigator in Immunology,
and a winner of the President
of Ireland Young Researcher of
the Year Award (2011).
Tissue
The research has the benefit of
access to tiny tissue samples of
the bowel of children diagnosed
with IBD who were undergoing
biopsy sampling as part of their
diagnosis and treatment at
the Gastroenterology Centre
at OLCHC. These tiny samples
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Dr.
Patrick
Walsh

provide scientific information
right at the source of the disease,
and at the time of diagnosis.
The team compared tissue from
children with Ulcerative Colitis or
Crohn’s disease to normal tissue.
What jumped out was that a small
protein – called IL‑36 – something
known to have a role in skin
inflammation – showed up in
high levels in the tissue from
children diagnosed with
Ulcerative Colitis. The finding
is important because it was the
first time that this inflammatory
protein was linked to IBD.

This crucial finding opens up the
possibility of new therapies to
control or reduce the production
of IL‑36, and therefore the
inflammation of the bowel seen
in Ulcerative Colitis. As well as
shedding new light on what is
causing the disease, this potential
new target for the pharmaceutical
industry may lead to new drug
development.

How this
research helped:
A new potential target
for drug development
that drives inflammation
in Ulcerative Colitis was
identified.

Though the IL‑36 finding is
important new discovery, and
could lead such drugs, the
disease is a complex one and
further research from this group
is needed to fully exploit this
information in developing new
approaches to the disease.

“ We are now diagnosing more
than 100 children per year
with IBD under the age of 16.”
Dr. Seamus Hussey, a Consultant Paediatric Gastroenterologist,
National Gastroenterology Centre based at OLCHC
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Better ‘first response’
to dangerous bugs

The problem:
How do dangerous
bacteria escape their first
encounter with the gut’s
protective systems, to
cause infection?

The World Health
Organisation (WHO)
estimates that
infectious diseases
are the leading
cause of premature
death in children
and adults around
the world.
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A better understanding of how
invading bacteria interact with
the cells that they first contact
in the gut and lungs can lead
to new therapies that support
stronger defences against
dangerous bugs.
The World Health Organisation
(WHO) estimates that infectious
diseases are the leading cause
of premature death in children
and adults around the world.
The scale is staggering: in the
developing world, for example,
diarrhoeal disease is responsible
for 20% of childhood mortality
under the age of 5.
When children die from bacterial
infections, it is because their
natural defence systems were
overwhelmed. In order to better
treat bacterial disease it is crucial
to first understand how the body
responds to disease‑causing
bacteria. This is the basis of the
research led by Professor Billy
Bourke, and Professor Ulla Knaus.
Prof Bourke is a Consultant
Paediatric Gastroenterologist
at Our Lady’s Children’s
Hospital Crumlin and Professor

Clinical Research at NCRC

Knaus is a scientist based at
University College Dublin’s
Conway Institute.
This research collaboration has led
to important new insights into how
the body responds to a particular
bug – Campylobacter jejuni,
(C.jejuni) when it first recognises
it. The findings have wide
implications, said Prof Bourke,
because how the body initially
protects itself against C.jejuni is
similar to how it protects itself
against many bacteria in children’s
gut and lungs.
Breakthrough
Scientists have known for some
time that hydrogen peroxide is a
key weapon in the body’s natural
defences against bacteria, and is
used to kill off bacteria when they
have been engulfed.
The cells that line the intestine are
a barrier to keep harmful bacteria
out – but are also constantly
releasing tiny concentrations
of hydrogen peroxide.
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This research collaboration
has led to important new
insights into how the body
responds to a particular
bug – Campylobacter jejuni

The amounts being released were
believed to be too low to kill
bacteria so the reasons for their
release remained mysterious.
Professors Burke and Knaus, in
a breakthrough that solved the
mystery, found that even at such
low concentrations, hydrogen
peroxide did have a damaging
effect on the bacteria C.jejuni
by shutting down its internal
signaling systems. This leads
to damage of the bug’s outer
capsule structure, which protects
it and without which it is much
poorer at invading the body.
On the other hand, if these
intestinal cells do not release
hydrogen peroxide the body’s
natural defences are damaged
and this permits harmful bacteria
to thrive. With their Canadian
collaborators this group also
showed that some children with
very early onset Inflammatory
Bowel Disease (IBD), have a
defect in the production of this
hydrogen peroxide, creating the
predisposing conditions for the
development of this type of IBD.
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The exciting thing about this
NCRC research is that it shines
a light on how many types of
bacteria interact with the gut,
and with the lung also, which has
a similar system. This will lead to
a much wider application of the
findings, as these are two major
routes of infection.
The goal is to use this information
to tweak the early, natural
protection system to improve
children’s defences to infection.

Scientists have
known for some
time that hydrogen
peroxide is a key
weapon in the body’s
natural defences
against bacteria

How this
trial helps:
A new protective
mechanism by the gut
was identified and a
fault in this system can
explain how bacteria
can penetrate the gut
and lungs.
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Exploring new
drug targets for difficultto-treat childhood cancer

The problem:
Some cancers that occur
in early childhood are
very difficult to treat;
better understanding
of the biology is badly
needed to pave the way
for better therapies

For many childhood cancers
there have been tremendous
advances in drug treatments
and survival rates in recent
years. Sadly, this is not the case
for all childhood cancers.
The work of Professor Maureen
O’Sullivan, Consultant Pathologist
at OLCHC and Associate
Professor in TCD, focuses on
some of the most difficult to
treat cancers of childhood. One
such type, malignant rhabdoid
tumors, occur most frequently
during the first year of life, are
highly aggressive – indeed
rapidly lethal – with no effective
therapies currently available.
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The cancer is caused by the
loss of a single gene that
leads to one of the most
aggressive human cancers –
how this comes about is poorly
understood and is the focus of
one of Professor O’Sullivan’s
research investigations.
From a scientific point of view,
there is a huge difference
between cancer as it appears in
children, and in adults, according
to Prof O’Sullivan. In adults
and older people, cancers can
develop as a result of five or six
genetic mutations over time, and
this is why many people develop
cancer in their sixties or seventies.
However, with these particular
cancers, in very young children,
a single mutation leads to a
highly aggressive cancer.

The tumor is thought to develop
from a specific type of immature
cell capable of giving rise to
various tissue types including
bone, cartilage and fat. Prof
O’Sullivan believes that the loss
of a single gene in a cell stops
the maturation of that cell, but
allows it to multiply out of control,
forming a cancerous tumor.
Her group is working to develop
a better understanding of why
and how this single gene defect
causes such a lethal cancer, as this
knowledge will be the basis for
future drug development.
During 2015 they have perfected
a specific novel technique
to address these questions
with excellent results now
undergoing analysis.

From a scientific point of view, there
is a huge difference between cancer as
it appears in children, and in adults.
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Malignant rhabdoid tumors,
occur most frequently during
the first year of life, are highly
aggressive – indeed rapidly
lethal – with no effective
therapies currently available.

A second, poorly understood
cancer – clear cell sarcoma of the
kidney (CCSK) is a separate target
of Professor O’Sullivan’s research.

paediatric kidney cancer research
by the International Paediatric
Oncology Society expert group
on kidney cancers.

How this
research helped:

This cancer is potentially very
aggressive, occurring in children
below the age of 5; these tumours
may not respond to the only drug
regime available.

This lead to a worldwide
collaboration, from which Prof
O’Sullivan was able to study a
large number of these tumours to
examine their genetic fault in an
attempt to separate them out into
different types.

For both these aggressive
childhood cancers,
important steps have
been taken in advancing
the understanding of
the genetics leading
to cancer.

There are most likely different
subgroups of tumours within this
category – a better understanding
would allow more targeted and
personalized treatment, which is
badly needed.
Her previous work identifying
a particular genetic defect in
this cancer was heralded as the
biggest breakthrough in
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In this ongoing project, a series
of different mutations were
found and suggest that CCSK
can be broken down into distinct
subsets. This is the first step
on the path to developing new
drugs and to personalizing the
treatment regime, which may
lead to improved outcomes
and less toxicity.
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Professor Smith was awarded
an honorary CBE from Queen
Elizabeth in recognition of his
work on cancer in children and
adolescents for the past 25 years.

Professor Owen Smith pictured
at his clinic with a young patient.

up to 16 drugs. It is highly likely
that for some of these children,
the number of drugs could be
cut significantly – the difficulty
is identifying the best regime for
each child, to take a personalised
medicine approach.

There remain many unmet needs
in childhood cancer. The outcome
for older teenagers and young
adults with leukaemia is not
as good as for young children.
This is a particular focus area for
Prof Smith.

The team’s current focus is on
identifying which children can
benefit from a reduction in their
drug load, yet maintain high
survival rates. The need for a more
patient, and leukaemia specific
approach has led to identification
of prognostic risk tests that allow
only high risk patients to be
treated aggressively with less
toxic therapy reserved for those
patients at lower risk of relapse.

“The survival rate for some
other childhood cancers, such
as certain brain cancers and
stage‑four neuroblastoma, hasn’t
shifted upwards like the other
cancers, and they are proving hard
nuts to crack,” said Prof Smith.
However, as we achieve a greater
understanding of the biology of
these cancers through research,
this will change in the coming
years, he said.
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How this
research helps:
Treatments are now
being better tailored
so that only children
with high risk of relapse
receive the most
aggressive treatment
with less toxic therapy
offered to those at
lower risk.
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Reducing newborn
infections

H

The problem:
Catheter tubes that provide food, fluids and medicines
for small babies in intensive care units also may
introduce dangerous infections, and if not positioned
correctly, can cause complications.

When tiny pre-term infants are
born, they often receive their
food and medicines through a
catheter. These life-giving lines
may also cause life-threatening
infections, and are difficult
to insert properly. Important
NCRC funded research
has found a way to reduce
these dangers.

O’Donnell, NCRC principal
investigator and consultant
neonatologist at the National
Maternity Hospital. These are
1) which is the best antiseptic
for use in preterm babies to
prevent catheter associated
infections, and 2) can we improve
the positioning of the catheter
and therefore cut the associated
complications.

A central vascular catheter, or
central line, is a large bore tube
that is inserted so that its tip lies
in a large (central) blood vessel
close to the heart. Central lines
are commonly used to give fluids,
nutrition and drugs to newborn
infants in intensive care units.

To address these, he set up a
series of randomized controlled
trials over a number of maternity
hospitals. One of our young
Doctors training in research,
Dr Emily Kieran undertook the
studies as part of her PhD.

Two key problems associated with
catheter use in these vulnerable
babies are the subject of this
study led by Professor Colm
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Catheter infections
Catheter infection in pre‑term
infants is a significant cause of
death, said Dr Emily Kieran.

The study showed
that one of
the solutions
caused thyroid
disturbances in

8%

of the children
studied

It is also linked with poor
developmental outcomes as well
as longer duration of hospital
stays, she added.
The infection risks with using
central lines are well known,
and two main skin solutions are
available; however, there was
no evidence as to which is the
best choice for preterm infants.
A randomized trial was set up
to examine this, and the results
showed that the two solutions
were equally effective at reducing
infection, and neither caused skin
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reactions; however, the study did
show that one of the solutions
caused thyroid disturbances
in 8% of the children. This has
provided evidence for best
practice in choosing the antiseptic
solution to use for central lines in
premature infants.
Catheter positioning
The researchers knew from the
existing medical literature that
fewer complications arise in infants
when the tips of central catheters
are found to be in the correct
position after insertion. They also
knew the difficulties of achieving
this, in such small babies.
Two additional randomized
controlled trials were carried out
to determine whether 1) a new
method of estimating the
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appropriate insertion depth for
central catheters, and 2) placing
infants on their right side as
opposed to lying flat on their back
would make a difference.
They showed that estimating
insertion depth using the
baby’s weight rather than body
measurements resulted in more
correctly placed catheters. It was
further found that turning babies
on their right side improved the
accuracy of catheter tip insertion.

How this
trial helped:
The studies provide
evidence for the best
antiseptic for use with
premature babies, and
also provide improved
methods for accurate
catheter insertion.

The trials have provided
Neonatologists looking after
preterm babies in the intensive
care setting with evidence to
improve the accuracy of catheter
insertion, and improve outcomes
for this group.
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Improving outcomes
after bowel surgery

H

The problem:
Bowel symptoms persist in some children with
Hirschsprung’s Disease even after the abnormal
part of the bowel is removed by surgery.

Some young children suffer
from an obstruction in the
bowel, due to a condition
called Hirschsprung’s disease.
Present from birth (congenital),
the disease affects the
large intestine (colon) and
causes problems with bowel
movements. It results from
missing nerve cells in the
muscles of the baby’s colon,
surgery to bypass or remove
the diseased part of the colon
is the treatment.
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However, many children continue
to have persistent bowel
symptoms in the long‑term
despite having the gold standard
surgery to remove their diseased
bowel. The puzzle is that although
the remaining bowel appears
to be normal, is not functioning
normally. This led Prof Prem Puri,
NCRC Principal Investigator, and
consultant paediatric surgeon,
to set up a study to examine
the remaining ‘normal’ bowel at
the junction where the diseased
bowel was removed by surgery.

Many children
continue to
have persistent
bowel symptoms
in the longterm despite
having the gold
standard surgery
to remove their
diseased bowel.
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This required a molecular
look at the ‘normal ‘ bowel in
these young patients; Dr David
Coyle undertook this work for
his MD thesis. He examined 4
different aspects of the bowel
tissue, and showed for the first
time that certain molecular
pathways known to control bowel
function were not normal in
what otherwise appeared to be
normal bowel in these patients.
This is a key development
in understanding why bowel
symptoms persist after surgery.
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How this
research helps:
This research explains
why some children
continue to have
symptoms after surgery.
It also provides evidence
on the length of the
‘transition zone’ between
normal and abnormal
bowel to help paediatric
surgeons in deciding how
much bowel to remove,
to improve the outcomes
for children with
Hirschsprung’s disease.
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Towards an
emergency
fever test
H

The problem:
There is no test that can diagnose whether
undiagnosed cases of fever in young children
coming into the emergency department are bacterial
(potentially lethal) or viral (non lethal) in origin.

Doctors worldwide are seeking an effective, quicker way of
identifying life-threatening fever caused by bacteria in pre-verbal
infants in paediatric emergency departments.
Dr. Sinead O’Donnell’s research,
under the supervision of Professor
Ronan O’Sullivan, has significantly
contributed to this global effort.
Children under one year of
age arrive into the emergency
department with an undiagnosed
fever; it is crucial that doctors
determine, as soon as possible,
whether the source of that fever
is bacterial or viral. The viral
form, which accounts for 90% of
fever cases in infants, is not life
threatening, whereas fever caused
by bacteria, affecting 10%, can be.
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The practice up to now has
been – in the absence of a quick,
reliable diagnostic test – to treat
all undiagnosed infant fever cases
as bacterial in origin.

The viral form
of fever which
accounts for

90%

of fever cases
in infants, is not
life threatening,
whereas fever
caused by bacteria
can be affecting 10%.

This ‘better safe than sorry’
approach means that most
infants arriving at hospital with
undiagnosed fever will undergo
an unnecessary battery of tests,
including giving blood and urine
samples, x‑rays and lumbar
punctures over a 48‑hour period.
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Dr. Sinead
O’ Donnell

Dr Sinead O’Donnell addressed
the issue of the lack of a reliable
test for undiagnosed febrile
illness – or fever – in infants under
one year for an NCRC‑funded
MD research project, which
was supervised by Professor
Ronan O’Sullivan, a consultant in
Paediatric Emergency Medicine.
Holy Grail
One of the main reasons
Dr O’Donnell chose this topic to
study, was because it is a common,
potentially dangerous problem
that physicians must deal with
in the Emergency Department
at OLCHC, accounting for one
quarter of admissions – 9,100
infants per annum.

Dr O’Donnell examined 200
children less than one year of
age who presented to the ED in
OLCHC with undiagnosed fever
as part of her research.

The work, which is ongoing, has
shown a really exciting marker
that initial results show with a high
degree of accuracy in separating
the two types of infection.

The main goal of the study was
to find a marker in the blood of
children with undiagnosed fever
that could definitively identify
whether the fever was due to viral
or bacterial infection. No such
test exists, and it is the Holy Grail
in this area of medicine. Sinead’s
work, not yet published, required
her to develop laboratory research
skills as she looked for molecular
markers that might be developed
into a diagnostic test.

This could really help to solve a
diagnostic conundrum. The future
work will require careful follow up
of these initial results to validate
the observation. Her thesis will be
submitted in 2016.

The ‘better safe than sorry’ approach
means that most infants arriving at hospital
with undiagnosed fever will undergo an
unnecessary battery of tests.
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How this research
helped:
It found a potential
marker that may become
a diagnostic test for
undiagnosed fever,
in the blood of these
children. This is badly
needed in Emergency
Departments in children’s
hospitals worldwide.
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Research Highlights

Improving
childhood cancer
treatment
H

The problem:
There is a need to
decrease the toxicity of
the drug treatments for
childhood leukaemia.

Professor Smith
believes that
clinical trials have
brought about
a revolution,
driving the survival
rates of children
with leukaemia
up to 80 to

85%
34

A careful, individually tailored reduction in the number of
drugs being used to treat a child with leukaemia or lymphoma
to the lowest level possible, but that still maintains the
effectiveness of the treatment, will improve that child’s
chances of surviving cancer.
That’s the view of Owen Smith,
an NCRC principal investigator,
Professor of Pediatrics at UCD,
and a Consultant Paediatric
Haematologist at Our Lady’s
Children’s Hospital Crumlin
(OLCHC),
In 2015 Professor Smith – a native
Dubliner who worked for years in
the UK – was awarded an honorary
CBE from Queen Elizabeth in
recognition of his work on cancer
in children and adolescents for
the past 25 years.
Prof Smith said that one huge
factor in improving survival rates
for childhood leukaemias and
lymphomas in Ireland has been
the fact that every child diagnosed
with these cancers at OLCHC has
access to a clinical trial. He and his
colleagues are huge proponents
of clinical trials – he believes they
have brought about a revolution,
driving the survival

rates of children with leukaemia up
to 80 to 85% – a massive jump up
from the 1980s. This is considered
by many to be the single biggest
achievement in cancer treatment
in the twentieth century.
However, the sad truth is that
of the children diagnosed with
leukaemia in Ireland each year,
some will die. To further improve
survival rates, and the quality of
life of those who survive, said Prof.
Smith, the goal must be to reduce
children’s exposure to toxic drugs
in chemotherapy to the lowest
level that still provides effective
treatment for each child.
Toxicity
A number of the trials at OLCHC
are specifically aimed at reducing
the toxicity and side effects of
cancer treatment.
Children with leukaemia today
may be treated with a regimen of
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Research Highlights

Controlling
childhood
sepsis

Sepsis is when the immune system overreacts to an infection
and causes severe damage to the body’s own organs and tissues.
In children it is particularly lethal. Dr Roger Preston is leading
research into customized, synthetic molecules that provide hope
for new ways to bring sepsis under control.
Sepsis can lead to serious
complications that affect the
kidneys, lungs, brain, and heart,
and can even cause death.
Young children are particularly
vulnerable to this condition.
New approaches to improving
survival rates in children with
sepsis are urgently needed.
It is known that the body
produces a blood protein,
called Protein C that has a role
in stopping blood from clotting
and in reducing inflammation.
This protein often disappears
from circulation during sepsis.
Interestingly, the more Protein C
remaining, the greater the chance
of surviving sepsis.
This led Dr. Roger Preston, an
NCRC Principal Investigator
and Lecturer in Immunology
in TCD, to investigate this
molecule further.
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When activated, this ‘activated
Protein C ‘(APC) has potential
as a treatment in sepsis, but
unfortunately it has dangerous
side effects. The challenge is to
split out the harmful and helpful
properties of APC.
His group is working to develop
a synthetic version of APC that
has just that – the dangerous
sided effects removed. In 2015
his group successfully created a
synthetic version of the molecule
that has greater potential as a
treatment, and this was published
in the leading haematology
journal Blood. They were able
to target the exact part of the
molecule that is harmful and
remove most of its activity, while
maintaining the therapeutic
effect. This exciting development
points to synthetic APC as a
potential treatment for this
life‑threatening illness.

2015

saw Dr Roger
Preston’s group
successfully create
a synthetic version
of the molecule
that has greater
potential as
a treatment
Dr Roger Preston
is leading research
into customized,
synthetic molecules
that provide hope
for new ways
to bring sepsis
under control.
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The group is now refining the
synthetic molecule to maximize its
beneficial effect while minimizing
any side‑effects.
Another problem that they
encountered is that the new,
customised, synthetic molecule is
relatively short‑lived in circulation,
and Dr Preston and his team
are now working to refine this
molecule even further so that the
molecule is both entirely safe,
and has a longer life in the blood.
They are already working on other
variations of this molecule and
testing these for their effects.
Their work has also led them
to investigate whether natural
APC can act as a blood marker
that might warn doctors that
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sepsis is either occurring, or
progressing. Early warning is
vital, and anything that will give
doctors a head start would be of
huge benefit.
Doctors worldwide acknowledge
that once the immune system
careers out of control in sepsis,
it is very difficult to reverse
the effect. This is why sepsis,
particularly in children, has a
high rate of mortality, or of very
serious, life‑changing effects on
those who survive. This work,
using designer molecules,
moves us closer to having a
new clinical treatment for this
devastating condition.

Doctors worldwide
acknowledge that
once the immune
system careers out
of control in sepsis,
it is very difficult to
reverse the effect.
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NCRC Board

Dr Ruth Barrington
Chair of the NCRC Board

Professor Conleth Feighery
Consultant Clinical
Immunologist

Professor Andrew Green
Professor of
Genetics, UCD and
Consultant Medical Geneticist

Professor Paul Browne
Head of School of Medicine,
TCD and Consultant
Haematologist

Professor Owen Smith CBE
Professor of Paediatrics,
UCD, Consultant Paediatric
Haematologist, OLCHC

Ms Joanne Ferris
Group Director, Primark
(Chair of the Nominations
Committee)

Professor Desmond
Fitzgerald
College Principal for
Health Sciences, UCD

Professor Paul McNally
RCSI Associate Professor of
Paediatrics, and Consultant
in Paediatric Respiratory
Medicine, OLCHC

Ms Carol Hilliard
Assistant Director of Nursing
and Nursing Practice
Development Coordinator
OLCHC
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Professor Alfred Nicholson
Professor of Paediatrics,
RCSI and Consultant
Paediatrician

Professor Hannah McGee
Dean of the Faculty of
Medicine and Health
Sciences, RCSI

Mr David O’Donohoe
Solicitor, Arthur Cox
(Chair of the Governance
Committee)

Professor Eleanor Molloy
Professor of Paediatrics,
TCD and Consultant
Neonatologist

Professor Jonathan Hourihane
Professor of Paediatrics, UCC
and Consultant Paediatric
Allergist, Cork University
Hospital

Dr Paula Kilbane CBE
Director of Grafton
Recruitment
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Mr William Shannon
Accountant (Chair of the
Finance Committee)
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Financial Review

Investing in
Children’s Health

Funding

The Future

The National Children’s Centre
(NCRC) is financed almost
exclusively by grants received
from the Children’s Medical &
Research Foundation (CMRF). In
2015, the NCRC received €5.2m
in funding from the CMRF, which
represented an overall decrease
in funding of 25% from 2014 when
€6.7m was received, with a further
reduction expected in 2016. Of the
€5.2m received from the CMRF in
2015, €0.6m relates to externally
funded activities. Externally
funded activities relate to various
grants received from other sources
to facilitate additional capacity
for research.

In early 2016, over two years since
the last research project grant was
issued, the NCRC issued a new
research project call which will
culminate in the potential award
of grants totalling to circa €1.5m
in 2016. Further New Research
Project Calls are due to be issued
in 2017 with the investment cycle
for the awards to range from 3 to
5 years.

2015 Expenditure
Despite the reduction in grant
funding in 2015 the NCRC
continues to maintain a significant
investment in research as detailed
in the Figure. In summary of the
total grant funding received in
2015 of €5.2m, circa 77% was
allocated to research associated
activity which included Project
Grant Awards, the Clinical
Research Unit and the MD/PhD/
MSc education program, with the
balance invested in the Laboratory
and Indirect Research Costs.
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€5.2
million

In 2015, the NCRC
received €5.2m
in funding from
the CMRF

While the committed planned
investment in 2016 and 2017 is
positive, it only serves to replenish
the currently active projects near
completion and will not serve to
grow the level of investment in
research at the NCRC. The NCRC
Board and management as a key
strategic priority, with the support
of the CMRF, is committed to
deliver annual growth in research
funding in 2017 and beyond.
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2015 Expenditure

Indirect Research Costs

11%
57%

11% (€0.6m)
Externally Funded Projects

6% (€0.3m)
Laboratory Costs
9% (€0.4m)
Clinical Research Unit
57% (€3.0m)
Research Grant Calls

7%

9%

17%
9%

17% (€0.9m)
Indirect Research Costs

5%

78%

6%

78% (€0.7m)
Corporate Administration
& Management Costs
9% (€0.08m)
Research Programme
Management Costs
5% (€0.05m)
Training & Education
7% (€0.07m)
Communications & Outreach

Total €5.2 million
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Research is a collaborative
and international effort.
This maps the global reach
of NCRC collaborations.

Global Reach

Belgium
Leuven
Ghent

UK

Canada
Toronto
Burnaby
Montreal

Belfast
Edinburgh
Bristol
London
Warwick

Germany
Heidelberg
Berlin
Würzburg
Kiel
Homburg
Ulm
Aachen

Oxford
Newcastle
Liverpool
Manchester
Dundee

Munich
Bonn
Potsdam‑
Rehbrücke
Essen
Neuherberg
Nuthetal

Sweden
Lund
Stockholm

Japan
Saitama
Tokyo

Denmark

Copenhagen

Croatia

USA
Baltimore
Colorado
North Carolina
Stanford
Santa Cruz
Philadelphia

Cincinnati
Boston
New Orleans
Pennsylvania
New Jersey
Maryland

Split
Zagreb

Spain
Barcelona

Italy
Brescia
Padova
Milan

Australia
France
The
Netherlands

Sydney
Melbourne

Montpellier

Amsterdam
Rotterdam
Leiden
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The NCRC is funded by

Gate 5, Our Lady’s Children’s Hospital,
Crumlin, Dublin 12, Ireland.
t: +353 1 409 6583
f: +353 1 455 0201
e: info@nationalchildrensresearchcentre.ie

